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The Women  in  Science  and  Engineering  (WISE)  Committee was  charged with  identifying  resources  at  the
University of Maine that encourage the participation of women in science and enSneering, both as students and
as faculty; identifying ways to increase the recruitment and retention of women in these areas and recommending
ways that the University can support this effort.
Our work has convinced us that this initiative would benefit individual women as well as contributing to the good
of the University and society as a whole.   We have found that although some departments and programs are
more successful than others in addressing issues facing women students and faculty in science and enSneering,
there are no institutionalized organizations, guidelines, or goals directed toward these issues.   We believe that
significant progress  and long-term  change will result if there is  campus-wide commitment.   To that  end, the
lh7ISE Committee recommends that:
1.   Recruiting and retaining women in fields  of science  and enSneering at the University of Maine, both as
students and as faculty, be made a high priority of the Affiumative Action Plan of the University.
2.  The Women in Science and Engineering Committee of the University of Maine (WISE) be institutionalized
as a standing cominittee, appointed by the President, and charged with developing an annual plan recommending
a full spectrum of activities directed towards women in science and en¢neering.  Furthermore, we recommend
that approximately $20,000 be made available for FY 93 to be earmarked for the WISE Committee (pending
approval of a plan and attached budget) to initiate several high-profile, relatively low-cost programs to create
institutional momentum for change.
3.  Commitment to and accountabhity for these goals be assured at all levels of tbe University (i.e., department
chairs and faculty, deans and directors, vice presidents, and the president) through allocation of resources and
evaluation of prograns.
The fonowing report offers suggested stratedes and supporting documents that we suggest be distributed to the
University community to serve as a resource for further action.
R espectfully submitted,
VISE Committee
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Women's Resource Center
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ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT:
The image of a pipeline has frequently been used to describe education and employment in science and
enrineering.   The pipeline starts in elementary school and flows throuch middle/junior high school and high
school.   There are side branches for vocational hick schools and technical coueges, but the main branch is
the undergraduate college or university ending with multiple branches into academic science and enSneering,
industry, and pre-college science teaching.   Looking for narrowing or leaks in this pipeline is a useful way to
identify the problems faced by women in science and enSneering and to formulate solutious.  At each step
the WISE Committee identified ways the University of Maine can play a constructive role in increasing the
progress of givls and women through the pipeline.
The following report outlines statements of the problems both nationally and at the University of Maine
and recommends strateries for each stage of the pipeline, emphasizing those areas over which the University
of Maine has the most influence, i.e., faculty development, undergraduate and graduate instruction in science
and endneering, and pre-service and in-service education for science and mathematies teachers.
Appendix 1 contains a hit of the members of the WISE Committee.  Also included are the oriSnal
charge to the current WISE Committee (Appendix 2) as well as suggested g`lidelines for the future WISE
Committee (Appendix 3), and a description of the process employed by the WISE Committee (Appendix 4).
The oriSnal charge to the WISE Committee included identification of the present situation regarding
the presence of women in science, mathematics and enSneering at the University of Maine.  Appendix 5 hits
the resources in place at UM which were identified by the Committee.   The WISE Committee's charge also
included identification of resources to support any recommendations, strateSes or new endeavors.   The
Committee consequently surveyed external funding sources which are targeted to this arena (Appendix 6).
As part of the survey of resources available, the Committee also couected an extensive hbrary of material on
the subject which is now housed in the UM Women's Resource Center.  A list of this material is given in
Appendix 7.
The terminology varies throughout this report.   Sometimes we use "science," sometimes "science and
enSneering," "math, science and enSneering," or "science and technology."   In the headings, we have
abbreviated "science, mathematics, and encheering" as "SME;" that includes the technical areas in the four
colleges central to our work, the Colleges of Applied Sciences and Agriculture, EnSneering, Forest
Resources, and Sciences.   These labels represent various perspectives of both committee members and also
research materials that we used.  For the purposes of this report, the phrases are used interchangeably.
The strateries are numbered for identification purposes only and do not reflect priorities of the WISE
Committee.
FACULTY IN SCIENCES, MATIIEMATICS, AND ENGINEERING (SME)
Nationauy the number of women graduating with PL.D.'s in science and encheering has increased in
recent years (women receive approxinately 27% of the Ph.D.'s each year).   Women generally are found in
the lower ranks of academe, as assistant professors or instructors, in a disproportionate percentage   to their
availability in the doctoral pool.   In 1989, 66% of women on Science and Enfueering faculties were
untenured or in positions where tenure was not applicable.   Junior male scientists are more likely to be
promoted than their female counterparts.   In comparison studies, when there is control for years of
experience and rank, women scientists earn less than their male colleagues.   These trends are evident across
all fields of science and engineering but are more pronounced in computer science, chemistry, physics, and
encheering and less in the bioloctcal sciences.
Table 1 ®age 13) compares the number and percentage of UM women faculty in the sciences,
mathematics, and enrineering (SME) with national data at comparable universities from the AAAS report
"Investing in Human Potential."
Some progress has been made in the past few academic years in increasing the number of women on the
UM faculty.   Figure lA (page 13) compares the numbers and percentages and Figure 18 (page 14) the
salaries of UM women for 1987 and 1991 at each rank.   The fraction of UM faculty who are women has
increased at all ranks in the four-year period even though the absolute numbers are still small.  Although
average salaries at all ranks have increased for women faculty from 1987 to 1991, the average salaries for
women at all ranks are still about 85% of male salaries.   Women's salaries for instructors and fLill professors
at UM have slipped even further behind in the four-year period.
Utjilization Analvsis and Goals
Since the UM Report of the Task Force on the Status of Women in 1988, very little has changed with
respect to numbers of tenured/tenure-eligivle women in three of the four colleges we are studying.   In the
Couege of Sciences the net gain is three women; in tile College of Applied Sciences and Agriculture the net
gain is 05 women; and there are net gains of one position each in Forest Resources and in Enfroring.
While there have been some women added in fixed-length appointments (not included in these statistics),
these do not take the place of tenure-track appointments.   Table 2 (page 15) shows the number of positions
in which men would have to be replaced by women in order for the departmental percentage to equal the
national availability.   Thus, Tat)le 2 shows the number of positions by which women are underrepresented in
SME units at UM.   Tat)les 3, 4, 5, and 6 (pages 15-18) detail the representation of women on the faculties of
the four UM technical colleges.   Women students in t`ro of the four colleges will, in all likelihood, never
have a women as a professor, mentor, or advisor.   In the other t`ro coneges, their chances are 1 in 10 and 1
in 6 (excluding Human Development).
To a certain extent, the lower percentnges of women faculty reflect the lower percentnges in national
availability.   This does not mean we do not have to improve, but that we will have to act more affimativelv
to recruit, retain and promote women faculty.   However, in some departments the percentage of women is
significantly below the national availability.
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Suggested Stratedes at the University of Maine for Faculty:
1.       Estabhih a fund for opportunity Hires of (a) distinguished women scholars at associate or full
professor rank, (b) promising women scholars at junior ranks in disciplines in which the national
availabhity of women is severely limited; offer similar incentives for partners of women hired.
2.      Continue to require heads of all units conducting searches to obtain from the Equal opportunity office
the most current equal opportunity / affirmative action search information, including the utilization
status of their unit.   Evaluate unit heads and deans partly on the basis of the improvement in
representation of women in their units.
3.       Continue to require search committees in units in which women are underrepresented to meet with a
representative of the Equal Opportunity Office and a college level representative (preferably the dean)
to discuss equitable search processes and to agree upon the committee's stratedes for meeting
affirmative action goals.
4.       Enlarge the potential applicant pool of qualified women for faculty positions by initiating exchange
prograns to bring visiting women scholars to the University, hctping departments to keep in touch with
women students who go on to graduate study elsewhere, and supporting intensive efforts to identify and
recruit promising women candidates from other institutions.
5.      Develop formal methods for mentoring and advising tenure-track faculty to replace informal methods
which disproportionately disadvantage women.
6.       Equalize and attend to the "start-up packages" offered to male and female faculty, especially in science
and encheering.
7.       Institute a support group for women faculty.
8.      Miscommunication of expectations is more common for women faculty than for men.   Therefore, re-
examine the tenure process University-wide.   Institute a system of specifically designed two to four year
contracts for each faculty member to identify where that person should focus for the time period.
Negotiate the appropriate proportion of time distribution to match.   Evaluations to be made on the
basis of the terms of the contract.
9.       Recognize the value of teaching, mentoring, and advising as well as research and public service.
Incorporate into the department tenure and promotion documents for the four SME colleges criteria
specific to improving the participation of women in the sciences.
10.    Renegotiate the AFUM contract to extend tenure-eligivle positions to part-time faculty; offer a tenure
clock "slow down" option for part-time and full-time faculty taking leave for fanily reasons.   Identify
this option as part of the initial negotiation for employment.
11.    Develop innovative ways for faculty to combine fanily responsibilities and work life.
12.    Present programs and workshops to assist in socializing male faculty in working more equitably with
female colleagues.
13.    Design forums for stud)ing and discussing gender differences in approaches to doing science and
teaching science, emphasizing the advantages of a diversity of approaches.
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14.     Since women generally prefer to work more cooperatively than competitively, provide workshops and
programs on pedagogical techniques for graduate students and faculty to make classrooms more
hospitable to women; include cooperative learning, emphasis on socially productive uses of the material,
decreased emphasis on competition, decreased emphasis on grades.
15.    Develop methods for helping faculty incorporate information on women's roles in science and
enSneering into all their courses.   (e.g. Bruces'  information on women in chemistry.   See bibliography.)
16.    Encourage faculty to attend workshops on teaching at their professional meetings and to share
knowledge with colleagues when they return.
17.    Institute a progran of speakers on women in science and endneering including special meetings with
faculty.
18.     Include material on gender issues in content and pedagogy in now faculty orientation programs within
the colleges.
19.    Pubficize the resources that the Women in the Curriculum Program, the Women's Resource Center,
and the Council on Women have to offer faculty.
20.     Improve faculty knowledge of the diversity of careers open (o their student majors so that faculty can
improve the recruitment and retention of women majors who may appreciate non-traditional job
opportunities.                                                                                                          `
21.    Sponsor an annual conference on Women and Science/Technology.
22.     Include gender issues on agendas for faculty meetings.
23.    Provide information to faculty on evaluating their own classes for gender equity.
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GRADUATE STUDENTS
Women are less likely than their male peers to continue with graduate study in science and en¢neering.
However, a majority of women eurolled in graduate programs are in the life sciences and in industrial
endneering.   The graduate experiences of men and women are very different:   men are more likely to hold
research teaching assistantships or fellowships, while women generally support their graduate study by
teaching assistantships.   In 1988, women received 12 percent of the masters degrees in enfueering and 7
percent of the doctoral degrees.   Computer science and enrineering are the fields in which tile percentage of
women earning graduate degrees is growing the fastest.  Although the number of women earning degrees in
science and encheering has increased, the percentage of those degrees awarded to female American citizens
has declined.   (National Science Foundation, January, 1990,   Women and Minorities in Science and
Engineerin£. qusF #90-301),  Washington, D.C.).
Similar to national trends, the majority of women science graduate students at UM is eurolled in the
life sciences.   Tables 7, 8, and 9 (pages 18-19) give the number and percentnges of female graduate students
majoring in the Colleges of Sciences, Enchcering and Forest Resources, respectively, for Fall 1991.   Similar
data were not tabulated for agriculture.   Si]rty percent of the female graduate students in the College Of
Sciences are in the life sciences; in the Departments of Plant Biolngy and Pathology, Biochemistry,
Microbiology and Molecular Biology, and Zoology.  Although data are available on the numbers of degrees
awarded at the master's and doctoral levels, the data are not tchulated by gender except by CID category
(see section on undergraduate education.)
Suggested Stratedes at the University of Maine Concerning Graduate Students:
1.     Include a statement in the Graduate Catalog reflecting an institutional commitment to the participation
of women in science and encheering.
2.     Set ambitious recruitment and graduation goals, i.e„ any particular department or program should strive
to maintain at least twice the percentage of women graduate students as reflected in that field, at that
degree level.   For example, if 5% of the Ph.D.'s in Physics in the United States are women, then the
goal of the Ph.D. program in the Department of Physics and Astronomy should be at least 10% women
PhD. degree redyients.
3.     Provide special scholarships and assistantships for women graduate students in
Science/Mathematics/EPSneering.
4.     Allocate funds for outreach directed toward recruiting women graduate students from the best redonal
undergraduate programs.
5.     Increase the graduate student teaching assistant stipend to become competitive for the best students;
index the teaching assistantship stipends to reflect cost Of living increases, collective bargaining
increases, etc. Have a printed contract or poHey stating the pay period and what is expected over a
designated peried of time.
6.     Provide teaching methods workshops (including gender issues) for teaching assistants as well as faculty.
7.     Establish an organization for graduate students in science, mathematics, and encheering and link it
with a mentoring program Lfor undergraduates.
8.     Monitor attrition from graduate programs by sex.
9.     Optimize institutional commitments, especially to women graduate students, which are of primary
importance often to women, eS living environment options offered by the University, frorary hours, day
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care, part-time employment opportunities for the noustudent spouse and the general level of campus
fLinctions and services over undergraduate vacation periods.
10.    Substantially increase support for visiting women speakers, visiting women professors, and student
travel, especially for women, to expand advising, mentoring, and connections for women graduate
students who have fewer role models on the UM faculty.
11.     Develop programs for women graduate students to work with women undergraduates.
12.     Graduate program reviews should require that gender and equity issues be part of the assessmen(.
13.     Program self-study reports should address gender issues and site visit teams should be gender balanced.
14.    Encourage flexibility in the amount of time taken to complete a graduate program so parenthood can
co-exist with graduate education.
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UNDERGRADUATE INSTRUCTION IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
In recent years, there has been an increase in the number of women eurolling in undergraduate science
and encheering programs; however, women are still less than 50% in all areas of science and encheering.
Many universities have established recruitment and retention programs in order to increase the number of
female students, but a majority of the successful programs focus only on enrineering.  Also many of these
programs are funded on "soft-money," rely heavily on volunteer efforts of faculty and students, charge
participant fees, and ignore minority women, especially American Indians.   (Matyas, M. & Malcolm, S.
(1992).   Investing in Human Potential:   Science and Enrineerinf at the Crossroads,  American Association
for the Advancement of Science, Washington, D.C.).
As expected, the number of science degrees awarded to women at UM over the last dec;de is
proportionately small.   The University does not tabulate the distribution by sex for individual degrees
awarded.   Table 10 (page 20) and Fiigure 2 tonge 20) show the number of College of Sciences degrees
conferred at the University of Maine during the past decade.   Sciences graduates came from the following
areas in what is presently the College of Sciences:   biochemistry, biology (BA and BS), botany, chemistry
(BA and BS), computer science, encheering physics, geoloScal science, mathematics, medical technology,
microbiology, molecular-cellular biology, physics and astronomy @A), and zoology.   During this time, the
number of Bachelor's  degrees awarded declined from 201 to 115.   However, the number of Masters degrees
remained fairly constant and the number of doctoral degrees increased from 4 in 1980 to 13 in 19sO.   Similar
data are not available for the Colleges of Applied Science and Agriculture, Encheering, or Forest Resources.
Table 11 (page 21) shows the percentage of degrees awarded in all technical CID categories at UM
from 1987-1990.   I.ess than one third of the bachelors'  degrees awarded at the university were in the
sciences.   Females were awarded less than one quarter of the bachelor's degrees in science, yet they received
approximately 45% of all the bachelor's degrees awarded at UM.  Women students are not equally
represented in the undergraduate science programs.  At the present time these figures are not available for
encheering.
Table 12 (page 21) and Fiigure 3 (page 22) show UM and national data on women baccalaureate
recipients by CID technical categories.   The percentage of women majoring in science degree programs at
UM compares favorably with the national figures, although UM awards below the national percentage in
computer sciences and the physical sciences.   While UM conpares more favorably in the agricultural
sciences, encheering, life sciences and mathematics, the number of women students in these programs is
smau.
MMigration and Attrition of Undereradunte Students in the Collere of Sciences
Students enrolled in the College of Sciences in Fall, 1985, were tracked forward through to Fall, 1990
by the UM Office of Institutional Studies.   "Migration" occurs when a student declares a major in a particular
area and then at some stage in her/his undergraduate career changes to another major.   If a student left the
College of Sciences and eurolled in another couege, this was called "out-migration."  Altematively, if a
sstudent had declared her/his intent to major in another College and later moved into the Couege Of
Ssdences, this was defined as "in-migration."  Attrition occurs when students "drop-out" of the university
without degree completion.
Table 13 (page 23) shows the attrition, out-migration, and persistence of students, by scab who enrolled
in the College of Sciences in the Fall, 1985.   First-year students who did not declare a major were not
included in the study.  Males were more likely than females to drop-out of the Conege.   The College
graduated less than 50% of the students who had declared a major in science by 1990.   This figure is similar
to the national average.
None of the females eurolled in the chemistry, geology or physics departments droppedrout.   (However,
they may have changed their major.)   Females enrolled in computer science were more likely to drop-out
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than females in the other departments.   However, it should be noted that computer science had the third
hichest number of female students euroued after biology and zoology.  And in general, all students eurolled
in computer science were more likely to drop-out.   Females enroued in biology (45.4%) and chemistry
(38.5%) were most likely to change their major, although as noted above, none of the females who declared
majors in chemistry, geology, or physics dropped-out of the university.   One area that bears further
investigation is biology.   Seventy-two percent of the females who declared biology as their major either
dropped-out or changed their major.   In the future, perhaps special advising may be needed for these
students.
Figure 4A (page 24) shows the attrition, out-migration to another major, and graduation rates of the
1985 student cohort who had declared science as their major in their first year at the University of Maine.
Figures 48, 4C, and 4D (pages 24-25) show the differences by sex for attrition, out-migration to another
major, and graduation, respectively, of the same 1985 student cohort.
All baccalaureate students who were eurolled in the College of Sciences in the Fall semester, 1990 were
tracked backwards through the Fall, 1985, to determine if they had "always" been identified with that specific
Conege of Sciences'  major or if they had migrated from another major (from the College of Sciences or
another college).   Students eurolled as "undeclared" within the College of Sciences were excluded from this
study.   (See Table 14, page 26)
Women majors were most likely to have moved into the Departments of Geology (75.0%),
Mathematics (64.3%), Chemistry (60.0%), and Computer Science (58.8%).   It should be noted that women
accounted for less than 20% of the students who migrated into these departments.   Women were least likely
to transfer in to the physics (22.2%) or the biology major (36.7%).
In a separate study by Professor Ann Schonberger, students entering baccalaureate programs in
enctneering or physical science (physics or chemistry) in the Fall of 1984 or 1985 were followed until January
1990.   The dropout rates for the four groups (M/F, 1984/1985) were similar, ranSng from 34.0% to 38.7%.
The persistence rates for the two years were quite different, however.   In the Fall 1984 groups 47.1% of the
men and 31.4% of the women were stm in enrineering or physical science in Spring 1989; 39.8% of the men
and 28.6% of the women had graduated in these fields by January 1990.   In the Fall 1985 group, 39.5% of
the men and 40.5% of the women persisted until 1989; the graduation rates by January 1990 were 19.1% for
men and 21.6% for women.   The Fall 1984 women transferred into other sciences as well as into nouscience
majors in somewhat greater numbers than the Fall 1985 women or the men from either group.  Although a
22% increase in the number of students in the Fall 1985 group (presumably less academically capable) might
have led to the lower persistence of 1985 males, it would not explain the ±igbg! persistence of the 1985
females.   Whether the 1984 or 1985 group`s persistence pattern is more typical is hard to say.   However, in
another study of students entering the college of EnSneering in Fall 1982 the graduation rate for women was
lower than that for men.
Table 15 (page 27) and Figure 5 (page 27) show the number and percentage of female undergraduate
students eurolled in the Couege of Engineering during the fall semester of 1991.   Table 16 (page 28) and
Figure 6 (page 28) show similar information for the College of Forest Resources during the same fall
semester of 1991.   Similar data for the College of Sciences and Applied Sciences and Agriculture were not
tabulated.   These data reflect national eurollment patterns (NSF, 1990).  A majority of the female students in
Enrineering were euroned in the Departments of Chemical and Civil EnSneering.  The Department of
Wildlife Management and Recreation accounted for fifty percent of the female eurollment in the College of
Forest Resources.
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Suggested StrateSes at the University of Maine for Undergraduate Instruction:
1.       Increase the number of women faculty teaching science and enSneering courses.
2.       Provide meaningfLil intemships and work study or work merit jobs for women to make them more
competitive in their search for employment or their acceptance for advanced academic work.   Specially
target non-traditional students for these programs.
3.      Encourage programs that emphasize the development of leadership skills for women.
4.      Since women generally seek to make their work applicable to solving people's problems, offer programs
emphasizing socially productive uses of science and enSneering such as the development of
environmentally friendly living spaces, the creation of roads and bridges, the ecolodcal solutious to
societys problems, and the improvement of health and welfare.
5.       Restructure first-and second-year science and mathematics courses to broaden the focus and change
the reputation they have as "Weeder" courses.
6.      Invite guest lecturers, women and men, to talk about science and enSneering as a career.
7.       Organize recitation and tutoring in integrated groups as well as study groups for women only.
a.   Payment through workstudy for organizers or teachers.
b.   Conducted by honor societies and/or professional organizations.
8.      Support the new science Residence Hall program.
9.      Survey women students to determine how they feel about science and enSneering and whether courses
made them like science more or less and why.
10.     Provide programming and training opportunities to address male students' negative attitudes about
women in science and enrineering.
11.     Develop protocols for advising science majors that go beyond scientific work, e.g. career planning,
mentoring.
12.    Enhance placement services for women SME degree recipients.
13.    Emphasize programs to encourage networking and mentoring among women in science, with emphasis
on peer cooperation and support.
14.    Undergraduate program reviews should require that gender and equity issues be part of both the self-
study reports and the external assessment.
15.    Involve undergraduate women students in the Expanding Your Horizous Conference and other
mentoring programs for high school science students.   Encourage sustained involvement in such
programs with work study or work merit money.
16.    The eurollment management plan of the University which targets hich quality, underenroued degree
programs for special out-of-state recruitment activities should indude spedal efforts to recruit women
students into the technical degree programs offered by the University.
17.    Develop courses on the history and philosophy of women in science.
TEACHER EDUCATION
A national survey of elementary teachers (97% of whom were female) indicated that 27% Of
elementary school teachers feel that they are "very well qualified" to teach life science but only 15% had the
same perception of their competence to teach the physical sciences and/or earth/space science.   In this
national sample, over 80% of elementary teachers have had a college biology course, 30% a couege
chemistry course, and less than 20% a physics course.  About 5% have no couege science, 15% have had
only one course and about 40% have had two college science courses.   We need to improve the quality of
the science education preservice tcachers receive in order to change this status quo.  At present,
approximately 85% Of the students enroned in UM's elementary education program are female (Weiss, IR.
(1987).   /Report of the 1985-86 National Survev of Science and Mathematics Education.   Report
RTI/2938/00-FR,   Research Triangle Park, North Carolina)
The average age of science teachers in Maine (especially in chemistry and physies) is steadily
increasing.   Many of these teachers may not have been introduced to the research that documents specific
teaching strateries and practices that encourage all students, but especially givis, to continue with science.
UM could provide opportunities for workshops and institutes for inservice teachers to develop their content
and pedngogical content knowledge in science, mathematies and technology, and to train teachers in
equitable teaching strateries.
As teachers are a primary influence on students' career choices, it is crucial that math and science
teachers at the middle and high school level are aware of the special needs of givis.  AAUW's report "How
Schools Shortchange Girls" shows that givls'  self-esteem berins to decline when they enter middle school and
continues to decline into their hick school years.   This transition time is difficult for fris; if they choose to
study science they must reconcile its masculine image with their identity and femininity.   (AAUW (American
Association of University Women) (1992).   How Schools Shortchanne Girls.  Association of University
Women, Washington, D.C.).
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Suggested Strategies at the University of Maine:
1.     Require a course on Gender Issues in education degree programs.   Make sure that math and science
equity is emphasized.
2.     Require that elementary education majors complete 12 credit hours of science, including assessment of
basic science process skills.
3.     Develop "break-out" sections of introductory biology, astronomy, chemistry, and physics for elementary
education majors with an emphasis on science content and pedagodcal content knowledge.
4.     Develop a two-semester "General Physical Science for Non-Science Majors" (INT) course.
5.     Require that at least 30 percent of the candidate`s science course work be based on direct experience in
investigating phenomena using scientific equipment.
6.     Provide opportunities throughout education degree programs to teach science to children in schools.
7.     Offer significant contact with the kinds of facilities, equipment, and instructional and Hbrary materials
that are typical of outstanding science teaching and leaning programs.
8.     Evaluate student teachers on "equitable teaching strateries," especially math and science teaching.
9.     Provide understanding of the societal implications of science and technology.
10.     Prepare teachers to use such processes of science as observing, classifying, measuring, interpreting data,
predicting, and experimenting.
11.     Require at least 3 semester hours of study devoted exclusively to science methods, such work ideally
undertaken just prior to student teaching.
12.    Increase opportunities for research experiences within the science education curriculum.
13.    Encourage the Maine Department of Education to adopt standards for science education that reflect
national standards.
14.    Support the ssl grant preservice component.
15.    Provide opportunities for workshops and institutes at night and in the summer for inservice elementary,
middle school, and secondary teachers to develop content and pedagorical knowledge in science,
mathematics, and technology, and to improve their scientific knowledge.   Make sure that gender issues
are included.
16.    Establish research projects in science so that elementary and secondary teachers can lean to "do"
science.
17.    Provide release time to UM faculty to improve communication (networking)   between sdentists, science
educators, and practitioners in the field.
18.    Install an 800 number electronic bulletin board service and an on-line CD-ROM curriculum database to
permit teachers throughout Maine to have rapid access to resources, infomation, and developments in
science and science education.
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19.     Bring students to campus to encourage them into mach and science.   Make sure that programs designed
for all students are attractive to givls as well as boys.
20.     Provide ongoing institutional support and funding for "Expanding Your Horizous Conference."
Continue to involve UM women graduate and undergraduate students as well as faculty.
21.     Continue to offer and support programs such as, "National Engiveers Week School Visits Progran."
22.    Couect information on math and science programs for givls in the Northeast and provide it to area
middle / junior high schools.
23.    Continue to offer and support programs such as Tour of Tomorrow," "Young Scholars Program," "Pulp
and Paper Foundation Juniors Progran," and "EnSneering Open House," with additional emphasis on
participation of drls.
24.    Offer summer programs on campus; involve women undergraduate and graduate students in the
programs as mentors.
25.     Ensure that admissions literature reflects affirmative action goals and philosophy.
26.    Design an outreach program through the admissious office in which female students majoring in
science, math or enSneering speak to high school groups throughout the state.   Train the students and
pay them through work study, work merit, or corporate donations.
12
TABLES AND  FIGURES
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Table 1
The Number and Percentage of Women in the Science & Enrineering Faculties
d     .thNti       lDt     1991at the university ol JVlame |'omparea witn INational i;ata, iyy 1.
Number Total % Female         % Female
of UM Number National
Female of UM
Faculty Faculty
Faculty 141 542 38.3
Professor 13 171 7.6
Associate Professor 50 197 25_.__3_______________
Assistant Profes sor 63 149 42.3
Instructor 15 2_5_ 60.0
Faculty* 27 295 9.1
Sciencefingineering
Professor 6** 131 4.6                         5.8
Associate Professor 11 102 10.8                        16.9
As sistant Profes sor 11** 61 18.0                       26.8
Instructor 1 1 100.0
fM'C.
Note:.     *University of Maine data include the Colleges of Applied Sciences and Agriculture, Engineering,
Forest Resourees, and Sciences.
**One shared position.
Data Sources:  Office of Equal Opportunity, University of Maine.
Instructor Assistant A ssociate                   Profe s sor
Profes sor                    Profe s s or
Figue lA
The Number and Percentage of Women on the Faculty at
the University of Maine in 1987 and 1991 as a Percentage of Their Male Counterparts.
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In structor               As sistant                Asscx=iate                 Profe s s or
Profe s s or              Profe s s or
I    1987
ZE      1991
Figue 18
The Salaries of Women on the Faculty at
the University of Maine 1987 and 1991 as a Percentage of Their Male Counterparts.
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Table 2
The Number  of Positions by which Women in the Science and Engineering Faculties are
Undelrepresented at the University of Maine Compared with National data, 1991.
artment                                    Po s ition s
Geological Sciences
Mathematics
Plant Biology & Pathology
Computer Science
B iochemis try, Microbiology
& Molecular Biolo
Table 3
The Number and Percentage of Women Faculty in the College of Sciences
at the University of Maine Compared with National Data, 1991.
Note:  Net gain of thee positions.
1987-1988 1991-1992
Department Female/AI % Female/AI % % National
Ratio Ratio Avaflabhity
B iochemis try, Microbiology , 2/14 14 2/12 17 25
& Molecular Biology
Chemistry 1.5/14 11, 1.5/12 13 14
Computer Science 0/6.5 0 0„ 0 12
Geological Sciences 0/14 0 1/14 7 18
Mathematics 1#5 4 1#5 4 13
Oceanography did not exist 0/8 0 NA
Physics & Astronomy 1/17 6 1/17 6 5
Plant Biology & Pathology 0.5/15 3 1.5/15* 10 26
Zoology 2/18 11 3/15 20 22
TOTAL 8/123.5 6 11/125 9
* plus 0.65 quasi tenure track
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Table 4
The Number and Percentage of Women Faculty in the College of Engineering at the University
of Maine,1987-1988 and 1991-1992 Compared with National Data,1991.
Note:  Net gain of one position.
1987-1988 1991-1992
Department Female/Au % Female/Au % % National
Ratio Ratio Availabhity
Chenrical 0/15 0 0/13 0 4
Civil 1/18 6 1/11 9 3
Electrical 0/10 0 0/10 0 3
Mechanical 0/13 0 0/11 0 3
Surveying 1/5 20 NA
Engineerin g Technology 0/14 0 0/14 0 3
TOTAL 1„0 1 2/64 3
Collese of Forest Resources
Table 5
The Number and Percentage of Women Faculty in the College of Forest Resources
at the University of Maine,1987-1988 and 1991-1992 Compared with National Data,1991
Note:  Net gain Of one position.
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Table 6
The Number and Percentage of Women Faculty in the College of Applied Science and
Agriculture at the University of Maine,1987-1988 and 1991-1992 Compared with National
Data,1991.  Note:  Net gain of o.5 position.
1987-1988 1991-1992
Deparment Female/All Ratio % Female/AIL Ratio % q7o National
Availability
Agricultural & Resource 1/11 9 1/11 9 6
Economics
Animal & Veterinary Sciences 2/13 15 1„ 11 16
Bioresouees Engineering 0/8 0 0/6 0
a]omerly Agricultunl
Engineering)
Entomology 1„ 14 2/6 33 11
Food Science 0/3 0 I/4 25 27
Plant, Soil, & Environment 2/13 15 1.5/13 12 14
School of Human DeveloT)ment 6/12 50 7/11 64 58
TOTAL 12/67 18 13.5/60 23




Number and Percentage of Women Graduate Students in the College of Sciences at
the University of Maine, Fall, 1991.
Number of Total % Female
females
Biochemistry 1 4 25.0
Biological Sciences 7 17 41.2
Botany & Plant Pathology 6 11 54.5
Chemistry 7 21 33.3
Co_appr_ter_Sciences 1 16 6.2
Geological Sciences 5 19 26.3
Mathematics 7 13 53.8
Medical Technology 1 2 50.0
Mcrobiology 7 13 53.8




Plant Sciences 3 6 50.0
Zoology 14 29 48.3
Total 68 197 34.5
Table 8
Number and Percentage of Women Graduate Students in the College of Engineering,
the University of Maine, Fan, 1991
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Table 9
Number and Percentage of Graduate Women Students in the College of Forestry at the
University of Maine, 1991
Number of Total % Female
females
•    -         .-.           - 0 17 0.0
Forestry 4 18 22.2
Master in Forestry 0 3 0.0
Resource      Utilization- 0 3 0.0
Forestry
Wildlife Con servation 0 2 0.0
Wiffiife 2 10 20.0
Wildlife Management 8 18 44.4
Total 14 71 19.7
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Table 10
Numbers of College of Sciences Degrees Confened from 1980 to 1990
at the University of Maine
* Academic Year includes December of previous year, May and August.  Data by
sex not available.
#300
80           81           82           83 84          85           86          87           88 8990
ACADEMIC YEAR
Figure 2
Number of Bachelors', Masters`, and Doctoral Degrees in Science
Awarded at the University of Maine, 1980-1990.  Note:  Academic year includes December of
previous year, May and August.  Data from University of Maine-Office of the Registrar
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Table 1 1
Percentage of Science Bachelors Degrees Awarded by Sex
Academic Year    % Degrees awarded % Science degrees % Degrees awarded
in science awarded to women to women
(rmmber) (number)
1987                                33.1
______28.2   (/a_a_)__.______      __
41-:0 (645)
1988                                35.3 17.7 (87) 48.2 (67J)
1989                              25.7 19.6 (70) 46.0 (644)
1990                            29.0 23.6 (99) 4J .J (699»
Table 12
Women as a Percentage of Students Majoring in Baccalaureate Degree Programs in the
Sciences at the University of Maine 1987-1990, Compared with National Data
on 1988 Baccalaureate Recipients.
1987 1988 1989 1990 National]
%(Total %(Total %(Total %(Total (1988)
nl,mber) number) number) number)
Agricultural Sciences2   65.0/20' 70.5 (17) 71.4 (14) 64J (16) 32,.6(14,740)
CQprprter S cience 13.8 /29' 18.8 /32' 15.0 /20' 28.5 /2J' 2;9 .9 (39 ,805 )
Engineering 11.0 /2/ 7' 10.2 '205' 9.2, (273 ) 14.0 /J43' 11.6 /77262/
Life Sciences 42.6 /54' ___5_2...3/42' 39_.S (43 ) S9.1 (49) 41.4(56,414)
Mathematics 52.9 (17) 60.0 /,5' Z9 .0 (31 ) cO.0 (10) 35.2,(16,378)
Phy§i-cal Sciences 45.5_(11) 22.2 /9'
-5J .fJ (7 )
18.8 //6'
-T5:a-(15,811)
1National Science Foundation.  (1990, January.).  Women and minorities in science and enrineering.
OVSF #90-301).   Washington, D.C.
2.  The School of Human Development is NOT included in the data for agricultural sciences.












Maine Compaed with National Data.
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Table 13
Assessment of Baccalaureate S tudent Outcomes after Five Years
for College of Sciences' Majors Enrolled in the Fall, 1985.




Total 188 31.9 36.7 31.4
Males 91 36.3 27.5 36.3
Females 97 27.8 45.4 26.8
Biochemistry/Microbiology
Total 94 12.8 16.0 71.3
Males 49 14.3 20.4 65.3
Females 45 11.1 11.1 77.8
Chemistry
Total 37 13.5 40.5 45.9
Males 24 20.8 41.7 37.5
Females 13 0.0 38.5 61.5
Computer   Science
Total 344 28.5 29.7 41.9
Males 259 27.0 29.3 43.6
Females 85 32.9 30.6 36.5
Geology
Total 39 12.8 15.4 71.8
Males 36 13.9 13.9 72.2
Females 3 0.0 33.3 66.7
Mathematics
Total 94 25.5 24.5 50.0
Males 57 31.6 19.3 49.1
Females 37 16.2 32.4 51.4
plant   Biology
Total 15 20.0 26.7 53.5
Males 10_ 20.0 30.0 50.0
Females 5 20.0 20.0 60.0
Physics2
Total 86 14.0 23.3 62.8
Males 77 15.6 24.7 59.7
Females 9 0.0 11.1 88.9
Zoology
Total 165 27.9 18.8 53.3
Males 76 32.9 17.1 50.0
Females 89 23.6 20.2 56.2--a-6i-Iege    Totals
Total 1062 25.9 26.8 48.2
Mles 679 26.1 25.3 48.6
Females 383 23.0 29.5 47.5
Notes: (1)  includes Ans & Science majors whose selected major was an appropriate Couege of Sciences major.
(2) includes Engineering Physics majors.  Data for Table 13 from OIS 92-17a, December, 1991.
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Biol   Biochem  Chem    Comp  Geology  Mach      Plant     Physics  Zoology Couege
Micro                  S cience                                B iology
Fi8ue 4A
Assessment of Baccalaureate S tudent Outcomes after Five Years
for the College of Sciences' Majors Enrolled in the Fall, 1985.
Totals
Biol  Biochedy chem   Comp     Geol     Mach   Plant  Physics     Zcol    College
MicroB io              Science                              Biology                               Totals
Figue 48
Attrition Outcomes of Baccalaureate Students after Five Years
of College of Sciences' Majors Enrolled in the Fall, 1985 by Sex.
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Graduationpersistence Outcomes of Baccalaureate Student after Five Years
for College of Sciences' Ma].ors Enroued in the Fall, 1985 by Sex.
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Table 15
Number and Percentage of Undergraduate Women Students in the College of Engineering at
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Figue 5
Number and Percentage of Women Undergraduate Students in the Couege of Engineering at
the University of Maine, Fall, 1991.  Note:  Figures in brackets represent the number of women
undergraduate students eurolled in the major.
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Table 16
Number and Percentage of Women Undergraduate Students in the Couege of Forestry at the
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Figure 6
Number and Percentage of Women Undergraduate Students in the Conege of Forestry at the
University of Maine, Fall, 1991.  Note:  Figures in brackets represent the number of women






TASK FORCE 0N WOMEN IN SCIENCE & ENGINEERING (WISE)
cOMMlrmE LlsT
John Alexander, Professor, Ciwl Engiveering, 103 Boardman Hall
Sharon Barker, Director, Women's Resource Center, 101 Femald Ham
Alice Bruce, Assistant Professor, Department of Chemistry, 288 Aubert Hall
Mitchell Bruce, Assistant Professor, Department of Chemistry, 288 Aubert Hall
Tom Byther, Chair, Department of Computer Science, 237a Neville Hall
Dagmar Crorm (WISE Committee Chair), Dean, Conege of Sciences, 263 Aubert Hall
Morgan Bash, Undergraduate Student, Department of Civil Engivering, 105 Boardman Ham
Cathy Elhott, Wildlife and Fisheries Speciafist, Cooperative Extension, 234 Nutting Hall
Sauy Jacobs, Instructor, Departmeflt of Biochemistry, Microbiology & Molecular Biology,
227 Hitchner Hall
Kate Scantlebury; Assistant Professor of Science Education, Department of Education,
2as Shibles Hall
Ann Schonberger, Professor and Director, Developmental Studies & Women in the Curriculum,
101 Fernald Ham
Charles Slavin, Associate Professor, Department of Mathematics, 322 Neville Ham
Charles Smith, Chair, Department of Physics & Astronomy, 117 Bemett Hall
Norman Smith, Dean, College of Engiveering, 101 Barrows Hall
Don Stimpson, Associate Dean, Conege of AppHed Scieflces and Agriculture, Wiuslow Ham
Connie Stubbs, Graduate Student, Department of Plant Biology & Pathology, 202 Deering Ham
Katherine Weber, Assistant Dean, College of Forest Resources, 208 Nutting Ham
Bonnie Wood, Chair, Department of Zoology, 221 Murray Hall
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TASK FORCE ON WOMEN IN SCIENCE & ENGINEERING
OwSE)
CrinGE
In response to discussions with a variety of individuals (faculty, deans, professional staff, students, and
alumnae/i), an Iritiatives Committee on Women in Science and EnSneering has been created at the
University of Maine.   It is charged to
1.      Identify and describe the current programming and other
resources for recruiting* and retaining** women in fields of
science and enctneering at the University of Maine.
2.       Identify and describe the needs in the areas of recruiting*
and retaining** women in fields of science and enrineering at
the University of Maine.   Develop a vision statement that
would guide the University in responding to these needs.
3.       Recommend long-term goals (using a three-to five-year
framework) and short-tern objectives that support the
University of Maine's vision statement concerning women
in fields of science and enSneering.
4.      Identify funding and other resources for implementation of
the goals and objectives.
5.      Report findings and recommendations to the vice president
for Academic Affairs no later than December 31, 1991.
Upon receipt and acceptance of this report, the Vice President for Academic Affairs will recharge this
Initiatives Committee with the implementation of the accepted recommendations.
*   Recruiting should be conceptualized as dealing with issues Of aspiralons as
well as more traditional issues.
** Retention should be conceptualized as dealing with cwiculum development
as well as more traditional issues.
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SUGGESTED GUIDELINES FOR FUTURE VISE COMMIThE RESPONSIBILITIES
1.     Monitor the Council on Women's Annual Report of progress related to women in science and
encheering.
2.     Work with Office of Institutional Studies to develop a system to keep computerized institutional data by
sex,   e.g. degrees granted by discipline.
3.     Ensure that fund raising activities in the Development Office and the Office of Spousored Programs
includes projects that enhance the status of women in science and endneering at the University of
Maine.
4.     Monitor the number of women on committees related to science and encheering.
5.     Establish priorities for each year to enhance the status of women in science and enSneering.
6.     Estabhih mechanisms for liaison with the private Sector:   develop campus programs about gender for
representatives of industry; and encourage faculty to assess the clinate for women in industries when
determining appropriate interuships.
7.     Coordinate development of on-canpus initiatives such as "Video in Science Week," Women in Science
bulletin boards, and monthly science newsletters to public school teachers.
8.     Provide training for university recruiters about women and science.
9.     Require a category in the annual reports of science and enSneering departments and colleges that
addresses gender issues.
10.    PubHsh an annual report in the Maine Perspective; deliver an annual report to the Faculty Senate and
the Deans'  Council.
11.    Negotiate with AFUM to allow part-time tenure-track positions.
12.    Acquire permanent institution of monetary resources for continuation of projects and programs for
women in science and enSneering.
Suggestions for immediate action:
1.     Institute a program of speakers on women in science and endreering including special meetings with
faculty.
2.     Include material on gender issues in content and pedagogy in new faculty orientation programs within
the colleges.
3.     Pubncize the resources that the Women in the Curriculum Program, the Women's Resource Center,
and the Council on' Women have to offer faculty.
4.     Sponsor an annual conference on women and science/Technology.
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DESCRIPTION OF WISE COMMITTEE PROCESS
•    An ad hoc group of individuals who had expressed interest in recruiting and retaining women in the
fields of science and encheering was convened in May of 1991.
•    The Women in Science and Engineering (WISE) Committee was established by the Office Of Academic
Affairs with Dagmar Cronn, Dean of the College of Sciences, designated as chair.
•    The Committee decided to focus its efforts on the four colleges with the highest proportion of science
and enctneering programs, i.e„ the Coneges of Applied Sciences and Agriculture, Engineering, Forest
Resources, and Sciences.   The Committee recognizes there are science prngrams in other areas of the
University including University College and the College Of Social and Behavioral Sciences that should be
included in fLiture initiatives.
•    The Committee identified current programming and other resources for recruiting and retaining women
in science and engineering at the University of Maine.   (See Appendix 5.)
•    The Committee collected statistical data reflecting the situation at the University of Maine.   (See tat)les
and figures.)
•    Committee members collected articles, brochures, and other bfoliographical infomation that was
compiled and catalogued in the Women in the Curriculum library at the Women's Resource Center.
(See Appendix 7.)
•    Committee members familiarized themselves with the subject by reading Stalki"z the Second Tier by
Sheha Tobias, Factors Contributing to IIigh Attrition Rates Among Science. Mathematies. and
En¢neering Undergraduate Ma_ions by Naney Hcwitt and Eire Seymour, and other appropriate articha
•    The WISE Committee held two public forums to elici( input from the canpus community.
•    Input was solicited through a survey that asked primarny for suggestions for improvement in the work
climate for women in science and enrineering.   These surveys were conducted by telephone or in person.
The groups surveyed were deans, department chairs, women faculty in the sciences, student groups
(including honors students and women's  studies students), and other individuals in eurollment
mamgement.
•    The Committee developed sets of strateries in pertinent categories.
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RESOURCES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE TO ENCOURAGE THE PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN
IN SCIENCE, MATH, AND ENGINEERING
FACULTY PROGRAMS
•    RESEARCH PROJECTS
Research by Ann Schonberger about retention of women students in physical sciences and
enSneering at the University of Maine
Research by Kate Scantlebury about Science Education and gender
•    CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
Alice and Mitchell Bruce's biographical sketches entitled 'Women in Chemistry" for use in chemistry
lectures
•    FACULTY DEVELOPMENT
Women in the Curriculum Program
WIC lunch series features research about women being conducted by faculty
WIC grants for curriculum development and research
"Women in Physics:  A Program to Combat Isolation and Improve Retention"  A project
designed by Dr. Susan MCKay, Assistant Professor, Department of Physics and Astronomy
NSF Postdoctoral Research Feuowships in Environmental Biology
NSF Research Planning Grants and Career Advancement Awards
•    RECRUITMENT / RETEI`ITION INITIATIVES
Special efforts to hire women faculty by the Civil Enrineering Dept. and the College of Sciences
Dean's luncheon for women in the Conege of Sciences
Inclusion of gender issues / awareness on the agenda for faculty meetings in the Civil EnSneering
Department
Women in the Sciences - A networking group of faculty and students initiated by the Zoology
Department
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PROG"S TO BENEFIT GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
•    Women in the curriculum program
WIC lunch series features research about women being conducted by faculty
•    Onward Mathematics - provides students with poor precollege mathematics background remediation of
math deficits in a supportive atmosphere
•    Young scholars program
•    MCNair scholars program
•    Paid hands on research participation
•    Association of Graduate Students (and undergraduates) research and travel grants
•    Mathlabs
•    Exploring Science Professions Program   (Residential Program providing support for men and women in
science)
•    SCS 100  Academic Advising   (Support for men and women majoring in science)
•    Efforts by the Ciul Encheering Faculty to promote a more supportive environment for women including:
1)   Successful proposal to the U.S. Department Of Education to provide fellowships for women and
minorities to pursue PhD's in science and engineering.   (Seven of the ten fellowships have been awarded
to women.)   2)   Cooperation between the Civil Ensneering Department and Residential Life in room
assigrment for engineering students.  3)  Annual survey of women students as to climate issues in the
department; fouow up meetings are scheduled and meetings with the Chair of the Department are
offered to women students to air concerns and discuss ideas.  4)   Fundraising attempts to estabhih and
endowment for scholarships for entering women students.  5)   Efforts to establish a big sister progran
for incoming women students.
•    The Math Department is an institutional member of the Association for Women in Math, i.e., the
institution pays the membership fee for women math students, which includes newsletters
•    "Women in Physics:  A Program to Combat Isolation and Improve Retention," a series of four colloquia,
panel discussions, receptions and luncheous to provide opportunities for women physicists, designed by
Dr. Susan MCKay and funded by the WIC program.
•    The Chair of the Electrical Enfueering Department is advisor to all incoming students in the
department.
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UNIVERSITY OF MAINE / PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEMS
•    Planetarium.
•    Involvement of University faculty (Alice Bruce, Vivian Holmes, and Maryann Jerkofsky) in Science-by-
Mail program.
•    Expanding Your Horizous conference.
•    Environmental Awareness Committee in Wildlife Department uses volunteer students to present
environmental programs in pubhc schools.
•    Availability of successful women scientists as role models, including presentations by women science
faculty in the public schools and to Girl Scouts of America Organization.
•    Brochure produced by Applied Sciences and Agriculture entitled, "Careers for Women in the Applied
Sciences:   Opportunities for the 21st Century."
•    Outreach to hick school givls with SAT scores over 1100 to inform them of scholarship prograns
available in Civil Enrineering (half of the available scholarship money has been awarded to women in the
first three years of the scholarship program).
•    Annual statewide conference for high school physics teachers.
•    "Tour of Tomorrow," alternate years, broad invitation to schools within 120 miles of campus, puuncized
through Bangor Daily News supplement and radio commercials.   Brings 2000-2500 students to campus
for a one-day tour of science and enrineering activities.   Not targeted to either males or females, but
idea of women in EnSneering careers is pushed.
•    "Young Scholars Program" - NSF sponsored two-week summer residence progran for high school
juniors.   Student gender mix aimed at 50:50.   Very competitive amual programs run by Electrical
Enrineering, about 25 students per year.
•    "Pulp and Paper Foundation Juniors Program."  Two 1-week resident programs for high school juniors
spousored by the Pulp and Paper Foundation.  Thirty students in each session, which is a general
introduction to enSneering and canpus academics -- 50% plus are females.
•    "En¢neering Open House."   One day canpus visit for 400-600 students followhg a series of prograns in
selected schools and a visit to a paper mm.  Each engneering department is open for student visits.
Approximately 40% females.
•    "National Encheers Week School Visits Program."   Visits to approximately 150-200 middle and high
schools in late February each year.   Video, college-produced, introduces engiveering, pushes math and
sdence as important classes and features women enSneers and students equally with males.   Visits made
by volunteer practicing enSneers.   Reaches approximately 6000-7000 students each year.
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WOMEN IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FUNDING SOURCES
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
UNDERGRADUATE SCIENCE, ENGINEERING AND MATIIEMATICS EDUCATION
1.    Career access opportunities in science and technology for women, minorities, and persons with
disabilities.
a.    Prototype and model projects for women, minorities, and persons with disabilities
•    Encourage institutions to create special outreach programs for these target audiences
Program Announcement:   NSF 88-126
2.    Research Experiences for undergraduates
•    Summer stipends for work as apprentices doing research
•    Designated for advanced students
•    Frequently soucht after funding
Deadline:   October 10 armually
Program Amouncement:   NSF 88-28
3.    Undergraduate Course and Curiculum Development Program
Proposals invited for:
1)   Introductory-level courses
2)   Curicula
3)   I.aboratories
•    Emphasis on large enrollment courses
•    Emphasis on projects that target specific populatious, eg. science education teachers
•    Some opportunities to estabhih a link between science and humanities
•    Curricula proposals concerned with design, development, and planning
•    Multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary proposals encouraged
Projects may request support for up to five years
Materials to prepare grant material:
1.    NSF brochure:   Grants for Research and Education in Science and Engiveering (GRESE) (NSF 90-
77,Ion.8|9UD
Deadlines:   June 15, 1992
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RESEARCH CAREER DEVELOPMENT
1.    Young scholars program
•    Provides support for programs run by colleges targeted to high school and junior high students
•    Disciphaary focus
•    Programs that encourage young people to make choices re:   ngh school electives that will lead to
science careers
•    These programs cannot be targeted towards one sex, except for math and physics prograns for 6th
and 7th graders; these can be targeted for givls only
•    Does include some research possibilities for students
•    University of Maine does have a young scholars program in the Electrical Engineering Department;
this is a residential, summer progran that runs for three weeks
Awards funded for one year with second year fLmding contingent on review of activities of first year and
availability of funds.
Deadline will be announced in the NSF Bulletin
Program Announcement:   NSF 90-29
RESEARCH INITIATION AND IMPROvEMEr`IT
1.    Visiting professorships for women
•    A grant to invite distinguished women for a year to do research, teaching, but especially to infom
and encourage women students
•    Departments without women faculty are targeted
•    The visiting professors can be researchers, or in the corporate or government sectors (do not
necessarily have to be academies)
•    This can also be used by our women faculty to go elsewhere as a visiting professor to see what other
colleges and universities are doing
•    The grant reimburses the host institution
Deadline:   November 15 of each year
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